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ABSTRACT
Misleading names of the methods in a project or the APIs in a
software library confuse developers about program functionality
and API usages, leading to API misuses and defects. In this paper,
we introduce MNire, a machine learning approach to check the
consistency between the name of a given method and its implementation. MNire first generates a candidate name and compares the
current name against it. If the two names are sufficiently similar, we
consider the method as consistent. To generate the method name,
we draw our ideas and intuition from an empirical study on the
nature of method names in a large dataset. Our key finding is that
high proportions of the tokens of method names can be found in the
three contexts of a given method including its body, the interface
(the method’s parameter types and return type), and the enclosing
class’ name. Even when such tokens are not there, MNire uses the
contexts to predict the tokens due to the high likelihoods of their
co-occurrences. Our unique idea is to treat the name generation as
an abstract summarization on the tokens collected from the names
of the program entities in the three above contexts.
We conducted several experiments to evaluate MNire in method
name consistency checking and in method name recommending
on large datasets with +14M methods. In detecting inconsistency
method names, MNire improves the state-of-the-art approach by
10.4% and 11% relatively in recall and precision, respectively. In
method name recommendation, MNire improves relatively over
the state-of-the-art technique, code2vec, in both recall (18.2% higher)
and precision (11.1% higher). To assess MNire’s usefulness, we used
it to detect inconsistent methods and suggest new names in several
active, GitHub projects. We made 50 pull requests (PRs) and received
42 responses. Among them, five PRs were merged into the main
branch, and 13 were approved for later merging. In total, in 31/42
cases, the developer teams agree that our suggested names are more
meaningful than the current names, showing MNire’s usefulness.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Easy-to-understand code must have meaningful and succinct identifiers and names for the program entities so that engineers can
quickly grasp the key functionality of the code [6]. Importantly,
misleading names for program entities in a regular program or
the APIs in a software library confuse engineers on API usages,
leading to misuses and defects [19]. That could negatively affect
other projects that rely on them [6]. Thus, companies have been
emphasizing on naming conventions and coding standards [5].
Recognizing the importance of meaningful names, researchers
have introduced automated tools to verify the consistency between
the methods’ names and their bodies, and then to suggest succinct
names for inconsistent methods [33], or recommend a meaningful
name for checking such consistency [6, 12]. Liu et al. [33] follows
an information retrieval (IR) direction with the key idea that two
methods with similar bodies should have similar names. However,
in our study, we found that in several cases, two methods with the
same bodies are given different names or two of them with the same
names have different bodies, because they are in different contexts
or for different tasks/purposes (Section 6). Importantly, with the
IR direction, their tool searches for the names of the methods with
similar bodies to suggest for an inconsistent method. Thus, it cannot
suggest a new name that it has not seen before.
Following machine learning direction, code2vec [12] suggests
a name for a given method with the key idea that two methods
with similar AST structures should have similar names. However
two methods implemented with different AST structures (e.g., for
versus while) can perform the same task, thus, can be given the
same name. Importantly, code2vec is not capable of generating a new
name for a method. Instead, it computes the probability of a given
name for a given method body and interfaces. In contrast, Allamanis
et al. [6] can suggest a new name to a method by projecting all
the names in the method body and the tokens of the method name
into the same vector space using a neural network model. From the
vector space, their model selects nearby tokens to compose a new
method name. However, the names of program entities differ by
nature from the tokens of method names since the entities’ names
carry complete meaning, while the individual tokens of a method
name do not. Thus, they should not be in the same space.
In this paper, we introduce MNire, a machine learning approach
to check the consistency between the name of a given method m and
its implementation. Based on the contexts of the body, the interfaces,
and the enclosing class’ name, MNire first generates a name and
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compares m’s current name against it. If they are sufficiently similar,
m is considered as consistent, otherwise it is inconsistent.
To infer the method name, we use the principle of naturalness of
software [27] that is applied on the tokens of entities’ names. That
is, the tokens composing the name of a method and the names of
entities within its contexts are not chosen randomly. The entities’
names appear regularly and naturally, and contain certain tokens
due to the intent of developers in implementing the functionality of
the method. Meanwhile, the functionality is captured abstractly via
a succinct method name. With that principle in mind, we first conducted an empirical study to learn the nature of method names and
especially the relation between the tokens composing the names
of the entities in the contexts and the tokens of the method names.
Our results give the empirical foundation on whether the contexts
have impacts on predicting method names.
Our study was performed on a large dataset used in the prior
work [8] consisting of more than 17M methods in +14K highly-rated
Github projects (Section 3). We found that 62.9% of the method
names are unique. In contrast, 78.1% of the tokens as part of the
method names can be found in the previously seen method names.
Thus, a method name suggestion model should work at the level
of tokens of method names, rather than at entire method names.
Moreover, high proportions of the tokens of method names can be
found in the contexts of bodies, interfaces, and enclosing classes of
the methods. When encountering all the tokens of the names of the
entities used in a method’s body, in 35.9% of the cases, we could see
a token in the method’s name. Even if the tokens are not found in
the contexts, one could use the contexts to predict the tokens in the
method names due to the high probabilities of the co-occurrences of
those tokens. The reasons are that while the implementation represents the method body, the interface reflects its input/output. Hence,
the method could be named to reflect somewhat its input/output.
The enclosing class provides the general context of task/purpose
in which the method is realized. In brief, our results provide an
empirical evidence to confirm the principle of naturalness of software [27] that also holds for the tokens composing the names of
program entities. That is, the tokens are repetitive and the basis of
such repetitiveness/regularity of those tokens can be captured by a
statistical model that is trained on a large code corpus.
Based on the results of our study, we developed a method to suggest a method name. We consider the method name as the abstractive
description on the method’s functionality. The problem of generating
a method name is treated as the abstractive text summarization. Each
sentence is the sequential representation of the tokens in a context.
The method’s name is broken into a sequence of tokens, which is
generated as a summary of the input sentences. To create an abstractive summary for a method, we choose Encoder-Decoder [17].
The model statistically produces the encode of the input to summarize the essence of the sentences. The model is used to capture
the contextual sentences and to rephrase them in a short sequence
with possibly different tokens, which form the suggested name.
We conducted several experiments to evaluate MNire in method
name consistency checking and in method name recommending on
two large datasets that have been used in the previous works with
2M and 14M methods, respectively [12, 33]. To avoid bias, we chose
these datasets that are different from the dataset used in our empirical study from which we draw our solution. To detect inconsistency
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cases, MNire outperformed the state-of-the-art approach in Liu et
al. [33] by 10.4% and 11% relatively in recall and precision, respectively. We found that there exist several cases that Liu et al. [33]’s
solution of “Similar method bodies lead to similar names” does
not work. In those cases, the tokens in other contexts help MNire
distinguish those methods and make correct detections. For method
name suggestion, MNire improves relatively over code2vec [12] in
both recall (18.2% higher) and precision (11.1% higher).
Our result also shows that using the representations for source
code from lexical tokens, to ASTs (e.g., as in code2vec), to Program
Dependence Graphs (PDGs), the model has lower accuracies than
MNire. This suggests that to recommend a method name, which
is the abstract of entire method, using tokens of the names in the
contexts as in MNire yields better performance than using ASTs
or PDGs, which represent code structure and dependencies.
There are 43.1% of the cases suggested by MNire that exactly
match with the correct method names in the oracle, and 5.1% of
those cases (i.e., 2.2% of total cases) do not appear in training data.
This shows that MNire is able to learn to suggest the method names,
rather than retrieving what have been stored and seen in the training corpus. Finally, there are 13.1% of the cases in which the names
are not previously seen in the training data. The precision and recall
of this set of generated names are 59.8% and 58.3% respectively. To
assess MNire’s usefulness, we made 50 pull requests on suggesting
a new name for the inconsistent methods detected by MNire, and
received 42 responses. Among them, 5 PRs were actually merged
into the main branch, and 13 were approved for later merging. In
total, there are 31 cases where the developer teams agree that our
suggested names are more meaningful than the current names.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
A. Empirical Study: Our results confirm and provide empirical
evidence for the principle of naturalness of software [27] on the
regularity at the token level of program entities’ names.
B. Representation and Tool: a novel approach/tool to recommend method names and to detect method name inconsistencies.
The method name generation is treated as an abstractive summarization of the tokens of the entities’ names in the contexts. The
intuition is that the method names depend on the names of the
program entities to serve the purpose of the method.
C. Empirical Results: Our extensive empirical evaluation shows
1) that MNire is useful in detecting inconsistencies in method
names and in suggesting meaningful method names for real-world
projects. We show that it outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches
in both inconsistency detection and method name suggestion.
2) as a surprising finding that for method name suggestion, relying on the regularity of the tokens of the entities’ names in the
context yields better results than using the code structures (AST)
and dependencies (PDG). For detailed results, see our website [1].

2

MOTIVATING EXAMPLES

We first present the examples on the method name inconsistency
problem, and then discuss the observations motivating MNire.

2.1

Method Name Inconsistency

Let us present two typical scenarios of this inconsistency problem.
The first scenario is that the inconsistency occurs at the first place,
when a misleading or confusing name is given for a method. In
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public class ProfilerTimerFilter {
/**
* The maximum time the method represented by IoEventType ...
*/
//Correct method name: getMaximumTime
public long getMaxValue(IoEventType type) {
if (!timerManager.containsKey(type))
throw new IllegalArgumentException("...");
return timerManager.get(type).getMaximum();
}
}
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Figure 2: Method getHostName in Apache Cassandra project
before commit f06a9da6
1
2

Figure 1: A confusing method name in Apache MINA project
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Figure 1, an API method in Apache MINA project [4], which was
implemented to get the maximum time, is inappropriately named at
commit 49d56328. The initial name for the method is getMaxValue,
which does not reflect well the functionality of the method. Hence,
the development team decided to change the method name to a
more precise method name, getMaximumTime; and this change was
explained at commit aadd1fbc with the message “Renamed public
methods in ProfilertimerFilter to clarify its meaning”.
In another scenario, the inconsistency between the method name
and the method functionality occurs during software evolution. That
is, code changes during development make the method name no
longer consistent with the new implementation. For example, Figure 2 shows the first version of the method named getHostName
in Apache Cassandra project [2], in which the name reflected well
the method’s purpose. After a few months of the development, the
team changed their design to use IP address in the entire project
as explained at commit f06a9da6: "switch to IP everywhere". Consequently, the body of this method was changed to return an IP
address, instead of a host name as in its previous version (Figure 2).
This change leads to that getHostName was no longer appropriate
for its new implementation shown in Figure 3. Finally, to fix this
inconsistency, this method was renamed to have a more appropriate name, getHostAddress, as this was explained in the log of
the commit 0bf69f8c: “rename getHostName -> getHostAddress
since it should always be an IP now”.
The method names such as getMaxValue and getHostName, that
poorly reflect the program behavior, can confuse programmers on
the APIs’ functionality. Programmers might incorrectly use these
APIs. In fact, an empirical study showed that poor method names
can affect other projects [6] and even cause software defects [19].
Thus, it is important to check name inconsistency for the methods.

2.2

Observations and Approach Motivation

In the examples, the new method names, getMaximumTime and
getHostAddress, descriptively summarize the purpose of the methods shown in Figures 1 and 3, respectively. That is, the good name of
a method can be considered as the abstract of the meaning/purpose of
the method. If a model aims to derive a good name for the method,
that good name can be used to check the current method’s name to
decide if the inconsistency between the method’s implementation
and its name occurs or not. Moreover, generating the good name
for a method is beneficial not only for suggesting the alternative for
the inconsistent name, but also for recommending the appropriate
name for the method at the first time when the method was written.

public static String getHostName(){
if (DatabaseDescriptor.getListenAddress() != null)
return DatabaseDescriptor.getListenAddress();
return getLocalAddress().getCanonicalHostName();
}

7
8
9

// Appropriate method name: getHostAddress
public static String getHostName() {
InetAddress inetAddr = getLocalAddress();
if (DatabaseDescriptor.getListenAddress() != null) {
inetAddr = InetAddress.getByName(
DatabaseDescriptor.getListenAddress());
}
return inetAddr.getHostAddress();
}

Figure 3: After commit f06a9da6, the name getHostName is
no longer appropriate for its new implementation

To generate a good method name, one can rely on multiple
factors. Let us illustrate these factors via the following observations:
O1. In a method, the program entities including the variables/fields/methods that are used/accessed/invoked to implement the
method body are often not named randomly. These names usually
carry certain meaning that reflects the roles of the program entities which collectively perform the task to accomplish the purpose
of the containing method. Therefore, the method’s name, that abstracts the method’s purpose, and the names of the program entities
used to implement the method’s body, have a relation with regard
to the description of the method’s functionality. Such relation has
two folds. First, the method’s name and the name of a variable,
field, or method call in the body could share parts relevant to the
method’s functionality. In the scenario 1, the parts of the good
name getMaximumTime can be found in the variables’ names or
method calls in the body, e.g., getMaximum, timerManager. Second,
the tokens composing the good method name and those of the program entities in the body often co-occur (Section 3). This suggests
that encountering the tokens of the entities in the method body
(referred to as implementation context) can provide an indication to
predict the tokens of the good method name.
O2. The types of the parameters and the return type of a method
are also parts of the method declaration. Technically, they describe
the method’s input and output, and have significant impact on
its usage with other entities. Let us call this the interface context. Thus, the interface context can affect the name of the method,
and they can be used for the name suggestion. For example, in
the class FileUtils of Apache Commons IO library [3], the method
copyURLToFile takes two parameters source and destination
of the types of URL and File respectively, and is used to copy
bytes from source to destination. Whereas the method that
also copies bytes to a File but from InputStream is given a different name, copyInputStreamToFile. As another example, in
the class FileUtils, while readFileToString returns a String,
readFileToByteArray returns byte[].
O3. In object-oriented programming, a method m defines a behavior/action of an object o belonging to a class C. This implies that
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Table 1: The Occcurrences of Method Names and Tokens

Mean #occurrence
Median #occurrence
#occurrence = 1
#occurrence > 1

Method name
4.8
1
62.9%
37.1%

Token
400.3
3
21.9%
78.1%

the object o could perform the action described by the name m of
the method. Therefore, the name C of the class for o could be considered as the subject that can take the action described by the name m.
In the scenario 1, an object of the class ProfilerTimerFilter can
invoke the action of the method getMaximumTime. Thus, the class
name ProfilerTimerFilter is the subject of the action described
by the term getMaximumTime. As a result, the class (called enclosing
context) can be used to help infer the name of the contained method.

3

used to comprise a method name are likely to be previously seen as
parts of other method names. Thus, we can conclude that a method
name is often comprised of the tokens that have been previously seen.
These above results support us to use a generative summarization
approach to learn the tokens composing method names from the tokens
that are previously encountered in other method names.

EMPIRICAL STUDY

Based on our observations, we conducted an empirical study to
answer the following questions on the nature of method names:
RQ1: What are the characteristics of method names regarding their
uniqueness and sizes?
RQ2: How is the relation between method names and the implementation, interface, and enclosing class contexts in a program?
The answers to the questions provide the empirical foundation
on whether the tokens/names in contexts could have predictive
impacts on the occurrences of the tokens of the method names.
Data collection and processing. We used the dataset of 14,317
top-ranked, high-quality, long-history Java projects on GitHub, that
was used in a prior work [8]. In this dataset, all duplicated Java files
and migrated projects and the forks of the same projects are filtered
out. This dataset includes 2,127,355 files and 17,012,754 methods. It
has the latest, stable versions of the projects, ensuring the method
names at the stable and good standing. For each method in the
dataset, we collected the method’s name, the parameters’ names
and types, the return type, the class name, and the names of the
variables, fields, and method calls within the body of the method.
We tokenized each of those names using Camelcase and underscore
naming conventions, and the tokens are normalized to lowercase.

3.1

Figure 4: % of tokens in method names found in contexts

Uniqueness and Sizes of Method Names

In our dataset, there are 3,402,550 unique method names and 120,303
unique tokens in method names. On average, there are 2.64 tokens
per method name, and the median is 3 tokens. The longest one
contains 83 tokens. Meanwhile, the number of tokens in a method
body is 17.3 times greater than that of a method name. There are
95% method bodies whose numbers of tokens are 3.0 times greater
than the method names. Most of method names (with few tokens)
are multiple times shorter than the corresponding method bodies.
As seen in Table 1, for method names, nearly 2 out of 3 names
(62.9%) are unique. This leads to that a high number of method names
(≈ 2/3 of the names) cannot be identified by searching in the set of
cases that are previously encountered. The mean value 4.8 of the occurrences of method names is due to a large number of occurrences
of common names, e.g., toString, equals, and hashCode.
In contrast, for the tokens as parts of method names, a token is
usually used repeatedly multiple names. 3 out of 4 tokens (78.1%)

3.2

Method Names and Contexts

3.2.1 Common tokens shared between a method name and
the contexts. For a method, we first computed the percentage
of the tokens of the method name that also appear in its
contexts. In Figure 4, on average, for a method, 65.0% of the tokens
in its name are found in the names of the program entities in the
contexts (the median is 66.7%). Note that the mean and median
number of tokens in a method name are 2.7 and 3, respectively. Thus,
on average, about 2 out of 3 tokens of a method name can be found in
the three contexts. As seen in Figure 4, the highest percentage of the
tokens in a method name is found in the body (62.0%), while the next
ones are in interface context (14.9%) and enclosing context (6.1%).
The reasons for such trend among three contexts are as follows.
First, the implementation context usually contains the largest number of tokens, and the number of tokens in a class name is usually
less than that of interface context (including the names, and the
return type and parameters’ types). Second, since for a method, its
name describes the functionality, while the implementation context
describes how the functionality is realized, the implementation context has the closest relation with the method name. Meanwhile, the
interface context describes how the method interacts with other
entities, thus having a stronger relation with the method name compared to the enclosing context, which describes the general context
for the method and others in the same class. We will quantitatively
analyze their impacts on name suggestion accuracy in Section 6.
We also aim to explore the pervasiveness of the sharing tokens between method names and the contexts. Specifically, we calculated
the percentages of the methods whose names share certain
proportions of tokens with the corresponding contexts.
We found that 84.6% of the methods are given the method names
in which at least 33.3% of the tokens (1 out of 3 tokens) are found in
the contexts. In 79.8% of the methods, at least half of the tokens in
method names are in the contexts. Especially, 36.7% of the methods
is comprised of the tokens, such that all of the tokens in method
names are in the contexts. Thus, there are high percentages of the
methods whose names share with those of the entities in the context.
3.2.2 The conditional occurrences of tokens in the method
names on the contexts. We investigated the conditional occurrences of the tokens in method names on those of program entities
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Figure 5: The average conditional occurrence of tokens in
method names on the contexts, P(t |C)
in the contexts. For a method, we computed the conditional occurrence as the conditional probability that the token t is used in the
method name given the tokens from the names in the contexts. For
a context, the conditional probability of t given context C is comCooccur (t ,C)
puted as: P(t |C) ≈ Occur (C) where Cooccur (t, C) is the number
of methods whose names contain t, and their contexts are identical to C. Occur (C) is the number of methods whose contexts are
identical to C. The higher P(t |C), the stronger power the context C
provides to predict the token t.
We found that on average, the occurrence of a token in method
name conditionally on the implementation context is 35.9%. That is,
when encountering all the tokens in a method’s body, in 35.9% of
the cases, we could see a token in the method’s name. Meanwhile,
the input interface (parameters), output interface (return type), and
enclosing contexts provide certain indication to predict the tokens
in method names, in which the conditional occurrences of a token
in method name on each of those contexts are 18.8%, 17.1%, and 8.3%,
respectively. Especially, there is a considerable number of tokens
that are always found in the method names when certain contexts are
encountered (i.e., the case when P(t |C) = 1). Specifically, the percentages for the implementation, input interface, output interface,
and enclosing contexts are 5.9%, 2.2%, 1.5%, and 0.63%, respectively.
For example, the enclosing context of smtp mail sender always
contains the methods whose names contain the token send. Among
the cases of P(t |C) = 1, the percentage of the cases in which the token t
does not appear in C where C is implementation context is 43.6%. The
respective percentages of such cases for input, output, and enclosing
contexts are 89.7%, 76.6% and 82.6%. Thus, even the tokens are
not in the contexts, the contexts can be used to predict the
tokens in method names due to high conditional occurrences.
3.2.3 Conditional occurrences of tokens in inconsistent and
alternative good names on the contexts. We also study the capability of the contexts in making distinction between a consistent
name and an inconsistent name of a method. Specifically, we used
a dataset (see Section 5) from Liu et al. [33], which contains a set of
methods whose names and their bodies are inconsistent, as well as
the corresponding good names that were used by real-world developers to replace the inconsistent names of those methods. Figure 5
shows the average conditional probabilities on the occurrences of
the inconsistent and alternative good names of the tokens in the
method names given each of the contexts. As seen, for all contexts,
the average P(t |C) of the tokens in inconsistent method names is
relatively much lower than that in the alternative consistent names.
Thus, each context can provide the indication of the occurrences of
the tokens in good names more than those in inconsistent names.
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Our results provide empirical evidence to confirm the principle of
naturalness of software [27] that also holds for the tokens composing
the names of the methods and the names of program entities in
the contexts. The tokens composing the names of the entities in
the contexts appear together regularly and naturally due to the intention of developers in realizing the method’s functionality. That
functionality is captured by an abstract, succinct method name.
Thus, the appearances of the tokens in the entities in the contexts
can have impact on those of the tokens in the method name. For example, in the method getHostAddress, which aims to retrieve the
host address, the tokens of the program entities (inet, Addr, Local,
Address, Listen, etc.) are relevant to achieve that task. Moreover,
our results also confirm the benefits of using code contexts for
name prediction as in the prior work for code-to-texts [28].
Conclusion. We conclude the following results in our study:
(1) 62.9% of the full method names are unique. For a given
method, one cannot rely solely on searching for a good
name in the data of the previously seen method names.
(2) 78.1% of the tokens in method names can be found in the
other previously seen method names.
(3) There are high proportions of the tokens (average of
65.0%) of method names which are shared with the three contexts. There are high percentages of the methods (79.8%)
whose tokens in names share (+50%) with the tokens of the
entities’ names in the contexts.
(4) When encountering all the tokens of the name of the program entities used in the body of a method, in 35.9% of the
cases, we could see a token in the method’s name.
(5) Even the tokens are not found in the contexts, one could
use the contexts to predict the tokens in the method
names due to those high conditional occurrences.
(6) Each context provides the indication of occurrences of the
tokens in the good names more than in inconsistent names.

4

MNIRE: CONSISTENCY CHECKING MODEL

In this work, we propose MNire, a machine learning approach to
generate the candidate good name for a given method, and use it to
compare with the current method name to check its consistency.

4.1

Key Ideas

Naturalness of Names at Token Level. To infer a good candidate name, we use the principle of naturalness of software [27] on
the tokens of the program entities’ names. Our empirical study confirms the principle at the token level. We also draw our ideas from
those results. That is, to learn the basis of regularity of the tokens
in the names, we rely on statistical learning from the contexts with a
large code corpus: the tokens of program entity names regularly cooccurring have higher impact in deciding the tokens of the method
name than the less regular ones. Thus, observing the tokens of program entities in the three contexts from a large corpus, MNire can
leverage that to derive the most likely tokens in the method names.
For inference, MNire focuses on 1) implementation context (how the
method is implemented), including the names of the variables, fields,
and methods that are used, accessed, or invoked in the method’s
body, 2) interface context (the method’s input/output), including the
parameters’ types and the return type of the method, 3) enclosing
context (the enclosing class), including the class name’s tokens.
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Abstractive Summarization. In MNire, we consider the method
name as the abstract on the method’s functionality, which is expressed
via the three above contexts. We treat the problem of generating a
method name as the abstractive summarization on the sentences
extracted from the tokens of the program entities in the three
contexts. As input, for each context, a sentence is formed by the
textual tokens of the entities in the context. The method’s name
is broken into a sequence of tokens, which will be generated as a
summary of the sentences for the contexts. The rationale for the
choice of abstractive summarization (the summary is an abstract
of the texts) over extractive summarization (the summary is the
few selective sentences from the texts) has two folds. First, the
number of tokens of a method name is much smaller than those of
the sentences representing the contexts (Section 3.1). Second, the
method name can be a new sequence of tokens with new tokens.
To produce an abstract for a method, we use a machine learning
model, called Encoder-Decoder [17]. The model aims to capture
the sentences and then rephrases them in a short sequence with
possibly different tokens, which form the suggested method name.

4.2

Context Extraction

To build the contextual sentences of a method, we first extract
the implementation (IMP), interface (INF) and enclosing (ENC) contexts. Figure 6 shows the contexts extracted from the method
getMaximumTime. IMP is the set of tokens of the variables/fields
and methods that are used in the method body. Technically, in the
AST of the method body, they are AST simple names, which are
the identifiers being declared/referenced, other than keywords or
literals. The examples are timer manager, contains key, or type.
Meanwhile, the INF context of the method includes two parts: 1) the
set Input of the tokens from the parameters’ types, e.g., {io event
type}, and 2) the set Output of the tokens from the return type, e.g.,
long. Finally, the set ENC contains the tokens from the enclosing
class name, e.g., profiler timer filter. A sequence of tokens
for a context is called a (contextual) sentence.
All the contextual sentences are then concatenated to form the
sequential representation of the three contexts, that are separated by
the periods (“.”). In the INF sentence, the Input and Output parts are
separated by commas (“,”). For example, the contextual sentence of
method getMaximumTime is "profiler timer filter . io event
type , long . timer manager ... get maximum". In the contextual
sentences, for IMP and INF, the tokenized names/types are arranged
in the appearance order in the code. We performed experiments in
several random orders of names/types for IMP and INF, and found
that the order of names/types does not affect the results.

4.3

Figure 6: Context Extraction

Abstractive Summarization Model

Figure 7 describes the architecture of the abstractive summarization
model, seq2seq [17] that we used in MNire. This model is based on
an encoder-decoder architecture with attention mechanism [14, 35].
Generally, the model aims to first capture contextual sentences and
then rephrase it in short, using possibly different tokens to construct
the names for the corresponding methods.
In this model, the encoder takes as input the contextual sentences,
which is embedded as the vector x = (x 1, x 2, ..., xm ), and encodes
the sentences into a hidden representation h = (h 1, h 2, ..., hm ). The
decoder is responsible for predicting the probability of a method

Figure 7: Abstractive Summarization Model
name that is expressed as the vector y = (y1, y2, ..., yk ) based on
the vector h. The probability of each token yi in the method name
is predicted based on the recurrent state of the decoder RNN si , the
previous predicted token y <i , and a context vector c i :
p(yi |y <i , x) = so f tmax(W [si ; c i ] + b)
where c i , called the attention vector, is calculated based on si , and
Í
at t (s i ,h j )
the encoder hidden states, h: c i = j ai j ×h j , and ai j = Í at t (s
,h )
j

i

j

att(si , h j ) is an attention function that computes an unnormalized
alignment score between the encoder state h j and the decoder state
si [17]. Generally, the context vector c i helps the decoder decide
which parts of the contextual sentence to focus on at each generation step to generate yi . For example, the prediction of the third
token in the method name depends on s 3 , the previous generated
tokens for the method name: get and maximum, and the attention
vector c 3 , which is produced based on s 3 and h. c 3 assists the decoder to find the relevant parts in the contextual sentence. In this
case, the relevant parts in the contextual sentence are timer in
ENC, long in INF rather than type in IMP. Finally, the most likely
token in the third position of the method name is time. Details on
the model seq2seq can be found in another document [17].

4.4

Method Name Consistency Checking

To check the consistency for a method with the name c, we computed the similarity Sim(p, c) between the name p produced by
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Table 2: MCC Corpus for Method Name Consistency Check

#Methods
#Files
#Projects
#Unique method names
#Occurence>1

Test data
2,700
–
–
–
–
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Table 3: MNR Corpus for Method Name Recommending

Train data
1,962,872
250,972
430
540237
33.5%

Test data Train data
Total
[Dataset 1] Comparison Experiment with code2vec
#Files
61,641
1,746,272
1,807,913
#Methods
458,800
14,000,028
14,458,828
[Dataset 2] Experiments for RQ4, RQ5, RQ6, RQ7
#Project
450
9,772
10,222
#File
51,631
1,756,282
1,807,913
#Methods
466,800
13,992,028
14,458,828
[Dataset 3] Live Study on Real Developers
#Project
100
100
#File
18,970
18,970
#Methods
139,827
139,827

MNire in Section 4.3 and the current name c. Sim(p, c) ∈ [0, 1], is
defined as the portion of the tokens that are shared between p and c:
Sim(p, c) =

numO f SharedTokens(p, c)
(numO f Tokens(p) + numO f Tokens(c))/2

where numO f SharedTokens(p, c) is the number of the shared tokens of p and c, numO f Tokens(p) and numO f Tokens(c) are the
numbers of tokens of p and c. The consistency of the method m is
decided using a varied threshold T . In particular, if Sim(p, c) ≤ T ,
MNire classifies c as inconsistent, otherwise c is classified as consistent with the method’s implementation. Currently, MNire uses
lexical similarities. However, semantic and syntactic similarities
can be detected by more sophisticated representation techniques
such as word embedding [31] on the method names.

5

EMPIRICAL METHODOLOGY

We evaluated MNire in its main goals of method name consistency checking (MCC) and method name recommending (MNR).
For evaluation, we seek to answer the following questions:
RQ3: Accuracy and Comparison. How accurate is MNire in method
name consistency checking and recommending? and how is it compared with the state-of-the-art approaches for method name consistency checking in [33] and method name recommending in [12]?
RQ4: Context Analysis. How do the three contexts contribute to
MNire’s accuracy in MCC and MNR in different settings?
RQ5: Sensitivity Analysis. How do various factors affect MNire’s
performance, such as representations, data’s sizes, thresholds?
RQ6: Time Complexity. What is MNire’s training/testing time?
RQ7: Usefulness. How useful is MNire in MCC and MNR?

5.1

Datasets

1. Corpus for Method Name Consistency Checking (MCC Corpus.) For comparison, we used the same corpus as in the state-ofthe-art technique for MCC in Liu et al. [33]. The training dataset
(Table 2) from that corpus was collected from the highly-rated, opensource projects from four communities, namely Apache, Spring,
Hibernate, and Google. It contains the latest versions of 430 Java
projects with at least 100 commits. In total, it has 1,960,872 methods,
which were considered by Liu et al. [33] as good/consistent names
because they selected the methods whose names have been stable
for a long time. The testing dataset consists of 2,700 methods in
which half of them are labelled as consistent and the other half
as inconsistent. For the inconsistent ones, the authors chose the
methods whose names have been modified/replaced by developers
in the projects for the reasons of confusing or inconsistent names.
In each dataset, the duplicated Java files and migrated projects and
the forks of the same projects are filtered out.

2. Corpus for Method Name Recommendation (MNR Corpus.) We compared MNire with code2vec [12]. The authors provided the tool, the list of projects and the procedure to collect the
training and testing data, without the dataset itself. We followed
the same setting and procedure to build the corpus. We collected
10K top-ranked, public Java projects on GitHub. The MNR corpus
contains about 14.5M methods and 1.8M unique files (Table 3).
In the comparative study, we used the same setting as in code2vec.
We divided the MNR corpus into the training and test data in a ratio
that is comparable with the numbers in code2vec’s experiments,
accordingly to the number of files. Specifically, all the files in all the
projects are shuffled and split into 1.7M training and 61K testing
files, i.e., 14M training and 458K testing methods.
In the experiments for RQ4, RQ5 and RQ6, we split the corpus
based on the number of projects, instead of files. The project-based
setting reflects better the real-world usage of MNire where it is
trained on the set of existing projects and used to check for a new
project. Thus, in MNR corpus, we split into training and testing
projects such that the ratios of the numbers of training and testing
files and methods are comparable to the ratios in the file-based
setting in code2vec [12]. Finally, we randomly shuffled and split all
the projects in the MNR corpus into 9,772 training and 450 testing
projects (Table 3). The dataset for live study will be explained later.
For a non-bias evaluation, these datasets for empirical evaluation
are different from the dataset in our empirical study (Section 3).

5.2

Evaluation Setup, Procedure, and Metrics

Comparative Study. For each application of MCC and MNR, we
trained each model under study with the respective training dataset
and then tested it with the testing dataset accordingly.
Context Analysis. For each application, to study the impacts of
different contexts, we created different variants of MNire with
different combinations of contexts, and measured the performance.
Sensitivity Analysis. For each application, we studied the impacts of the following factors: representation, similarity threshold,
context and data sizes. We varied them and measured performance.
Metrics. For MCC, we compared the predicted cases against the
ground truth on consistent and inconsistent method names provided as part of MCC corpus [33]. For MNR, we compared predicted names against the good method names in the MNR oracle,
which was built as in code2vec [12]. To measure the performance
in MCC, we used the same metrics as in Liu et al. [33] including
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Precision, Recall, F -score, and Accuracy for both inconsistency (IC)
|T P |
and consistency (C) classes. For IC class, Precision = |T P |+ |F P | , and
|T P |

|T N |

Recall = |T P |+ |F N | . For C class, Precision = |T N |+ |F N | , and Recall
|T N |
= |T N |+|F P | , in which T P is true positive (IC is classified as IC),
F N is false negative (IC is classified as C), T N is true negative (C is
classified as C), and F P is false positive (C is classified as IC). For
r ecision×Recall
both IC and C, F -score is defined as 2×P
P r ecision+Recall . Accuracy

Table 4: Consistency Checking Comparison Results (in %)
Precision
IC Recall
F-score
Precision
C
Recall
F-score
Accuracy

Liu et al. [33]
56.8
84.5
67.9
51.4
72.2
60.0
60.9

MNire
62.7
93.6
75.1
56.0
84.2
67.3
68.9

|T P |+ |T N |

is defined: Accuracy = |T P |+ |F P |+ |T N |+|F N | = |T P | + |T N |.
For method name recommending (MNR), we used the same metrics as in code2vec [12] and [6], which measure Precision, Recall,
and F -score over case-insensitive tokens. Specifically, for the pair
of an expected method name e and its recommended name r , the
precision, pre(e, r ), and recall, rec(e, r ) are computed as: pre(e, r ) =
|token(r )∩t oken(e) |
|t oken(r )∩t oken(e) |
, and rec(e, r ) =
; token(n)
|t oken(r ) |
|t oken(e) |
returns the tokens in the name n. Precision, recall, and F -score of
the set of the suggested names are defined as the average ones of all
the cases. We also counted exact-matched and case-sensitive ones.

6 EMPIRICAL RESULTS
6.1 Accuracy Comparison (RQ3)
6.1.1 Accuracy on Method Consistency Checking (MCC) (Table 4). For the IC classification, MNire’s recall and precision are
10.4% and 10.8% relatively higher than Liu et al. [33]. Recall in this
case refers to detecting inconsistent methods, and precision means
precise in detecting the inconsistent name for a given method.
We also found that the key reason for such improvement is the
use of program entities’ names in MNire. In Liu et al. [33], the principle of their method is “methods implementing similar behaviors
in their bodies are likely to be given similar names, and vice versa”.
Given a method m whose body is b and name is n, during identifying the set Mb of similar method bodies for b, to calculate the
similarity of two methods, their tool renames all the local variables
of the same type T to a single name, TVar [33]. This increases the
similarity of methods that actually implement different tasks. As a
consequence, Mb (the set of methods with similar bodies with m) is
incorrectly expanded, and for an inconsistent method, Mb might
overlap with Mn (the set of methods with similar names). Their tool
incorrectly considers this case as consistent since Mb ∩ Mn , ∅.
This leads to that the inconsistent methods might not be classified as
inconsistent (lower recall), and the predicted inconsistent methods
might be incorrect (lower precision). MNire does not have this
issue because it uses the concrete tokens of the program entities’
names, rather than their types.
For the C classification, MNire detects better consistent names
than Liu et al. [33] with relatively higher recall (16.6%) and precision (9%). We found that there exist several cases that do not follow
the main principle of their technique. There are consistent methods
which are similarly implemented, however are named differently.
For example, in Apache Axiom and Apache Tika, there are two
methods having the same body: return stream;, however, they are
given 2 different names getInputStream and getOutputStream.
Both are consistent. Liu et al. [33] considers one of them as inconsistent because one method belongs to the set Mb of the other, but not
the set Mn . Thus, the recall is lower. In this case, MNire uses as a

Table 5: Name Recommending Comparison Results (in %)
Precision
Recall
F-score
Exact Match

code2vec [12]
63.1
54.4
58.4
–

MNire
70.1
64.3
67.1
43.1

feature the returned type (either InputStream or OutputStream) in
the interface context to generate the good names and consider both
cases as consistent. Moreover, we found other cases in which two
methods are named the same, but implemented in different ways for
different tasks. For example, in Apache ServiceMix, in two classes
StartCommand and StopCommand, there are two methods with the
same name handle(.) with different bodies artifact.start() and
artifact.stop(). Their tool considers one of them inconsistent
since one method belongs to Mn of the other but not the set Mb .
MNire uses the class names StartCommand and StopCommand to
generate the good name handle, and considers both as consistent.
6.1.2 Accuracy on Method Name Recommendation (MNR)
(Table 5). As seen, our tool MNire achieves relatively higher than
code2vec [12] in both recall (18.2%) and precision (11.1%). First,
with higher recall, MNire generates a method name covering more
correct tokens than the name created by code2vec. Second, with
higher precision, the proportion of the correct tokens in the name
generated by MNire is also higher.
Analyzing the results, we found a reason for code2vec to have a
lower recall. With encoding code structures, it requires two methods
to have similar structures to have similar names. Thus, two methods
that are realized in different structures are not likely to be similarly
named by code2vec. In fact, source code with different structures
can have similar names. In this case, code2vec recommends two
different names. This leads to lower recall of code2vec than MNire.
We also investigated the reason for MNire’s higher precision
over code2vec [12]. There are cases in which two methods are realized in the same structure, but are named differently since they
are in different classes for different purposes (e.g., different types of
files). code2vec suggested the same name since two methods have
the same body. However, MNire takes richer contexts, e.g., the
enclosing class context, whose name has a strong correlation with
the method names (Section 3). Thus, it improves precision over
code2vec. Interestingly, 43.1% of the cases suggested by MNire are
exactly matched with the correct method names in the oracle.
6.1.3 Generative Capability to Infer Previously Un-seen Method Names. We studied MNire’s performance on the suggested
method names that were not in the training data. There are +60K
(13.1%) out of +460K generated cases that were not seen during
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Table 8: Impact of Representation on MCC Results (in %)
Precision
IC Recall
F-score
Precision
C
Recall
F-score
Accuracy

Figure 8: Accuracy by different Methods’ Sizes in Test Set
Table 6: Impact of Contexts on MCC Results (in %)

Precision
IC Recall
F-score
Precision
C
Recall
F-score
Accuracy

IMP

IMP+INF

IMP+ENC

60.2
90.0
72.1
53.2
79.3
63.7
62.1

61.7
92.1
73.9
55.1
82.3
66.0
65.2

61.0
91.3
73.1
54.1
80.6
64.7
64.2

IMP + INF + ENC
=MNire
62.7
93.6
75.1
56.0
84.2
67.3
68.9

Table 7: Impact of Contexts on MNR Results (in %)

Precision
Recall
F-score
Exact Match

IMP

IMP+INF

IMP+ENC

49.7
43.3
46.3
20.2

63.2
57.8
60.4
34.7

54.4
48.9
51.5
25.7

IMP+INF+ENC
= MNire
66.4
61.1
63.6
43.1

training. The precision and recall of this set of generated ones are
59.8% and 58.3%, respectively. Especially, in 16.8% of these generated
cases (i.e., 2.2% total cases), the generated names exactly match with
the expected ones in the oracle. Thus, MNire predicts well even
the un-seen method names. This shows that it learns to suggest the
method names, rather than retrieving what have been stored in the
training corpus.
6.1.4 Accuracy by the Sizes of Methods in Test Set. We also
studied MNire’s accuracy on the methods with different sizes. In
Figure 8, as expected, MNire works well on the methods with the
regular sizes (1–25 LOCs). Even on the longer methods (+25 LOCs),
MNire’s accuracy decreased gracefully with the precision and recall
of 47.0% and 41.4% respectively. This shows that it is harder to
capture the functionality of a longer method. Especially, in 7,826
cases out of about 31K long methods (+25 LOCs), the suggested
names exactly match with the correct names (see our website [1]).

6.2

Context Analysis Results (RQ4)

As seen in Tables 6 and 7, additionally using interface context (INF)
with implementation context (IMP) provides accuracy improvements
in both applications. Specifically, for MNR, precision and recall
significantly increases from 49.7% to 63.2% and from 43.3% to 57.8%,
i.e., relatively increases 27% and 33.5%, respectively. This means that
when we used both bodies and interfaces, the proportions of the
correct tokens in a generated name was improved 27%, while 33.5%
more correct tokens are found in comparison with the case of using
only IMP. Meanwhile, for MCC, there are slightly improvements
in the precision and recall for both classes, IC and C, resulting the
improvements in F-score of 2–3% for both IC and C. Note that the
results in Tables 6–7 are in incomparable metrics and obtained
when running the models in different datasets (Section 5.1).

Lexeme
59.0
88.3
70.7
47.1
78.2
58.8
52.0

AST
57.2
85.6
68.6
46.2
73.5
56.8
51.1

Graph
55.3
80.3
65.5
45.8
72.1
56.0
50.5

MNire
62.7
93.6
75.1
56.0
84.2
67.3
68.9

Table 9: Impact of Representation on MNR Results (in %)
Precision
Recall
F-score
Exact Match

Lexeme
29.5
25.1
27.1
9.1

AST
23.1
29.2
25.9
8.1

Graph
16.2
30.3
21.1
4.7

MNire
50.6
45.1
47.7
22.1

Let us explain an example of the impact of INF. The method
setRowsPerPage was identified as having an unclear name by its
developers. Using only IMP, MNire suggested the name getItemsPerPage. It correctly predicted 3 tokens, however, it failed to predict
token set. Meanwhile, using IMP+INF, it can suggest the correct
name setItemsPerPage. The reason is that it can associate the return type of void and parameter’s type of int, with the token set.
Adding enclosing class context ENC to IMP, precision and recall
of name suggestion improve 9.5% and 12.9% relatively. Meanwhile,
for consistency checking, precision and recall slightly increase
for both IC and C classes (+1.5% relatively). For example, if two
methods with the same body, IMP model could incorrectly produce
the same name. However, relying on the class names for different
tasks, IMP+ENC can correctly suggest the names for both methods.
As a result, both methods are correctly considered as consistent.
Compared to IMP+INF, the improvement of IMP+ENC over IMP
is lower. The reason is that INF has a better predictive relation with
method name in term of the proportion of shared tokens and the
occurrences of tokens in method name conditionally depending on
a context. Note that, the numbers of tokens in INF and ENC are few
and much smaller than that in IMP (INF and ENC do not contain
many entities). Thus, the improvements over IMP are relatively
small (Table 6). With all contexts, MNire achieves highest accuracy.
The impacts of contexts’ sizes and quality are in Section 6.3.

6.3

Sensitivity Results (RQ5)

1. Accuracy with Different Representations. MNire parses the
code and built different representations before using seq2seq model.
1) Lexeme: all the tokens in the body are collected.
2) AST : the method’s body is parsed to build the AST; the input
to the seq2seq model is the sequence of the tokens in the AST with
the use of the delimiters to encode the tree structures.
3) Graph: the method’s body is parsed to build the PDG. All the
PDGs in the entire corpus are converted to vectors using a tool
named graph2vec [38]. All the vectors are then fed to seq2seq.
As seen in Tables 8 and 9, the more sophisticated representations
are used, the lower accuracies in both MCC and MNR. Comparing
AST model with Lexeme model, for MNR, precision decreases 21.7%
relatively, whereas recall increases only 13.6%. This is reasonable
considering the similarity conditions of two models. If two methods
have the same sequence of lexical tokens, they will have the same
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Table 10: Impact of Contexts’ Sizes on MNR Results (in %)
F-score

1–10 tokens
35.9

10–20 tokens
41.1

20–30 tokens
43.2

+30 tokens
51.0

Table 11: Impact of Tokens’ Lengths in Contexts on MNR
F-score

0–80%
37.0

80–90%
39.4

90–95%
42.5

+95%
48.5

Figure 9: Impact of Threshold on MCC results
Table 12: Impact of Training Data’s Size on MNR results (%)
# Projects
Precision
Recall
F-score
Exact Match

1.0K
41.1
47.8
44.2
19.9

2.5K
56.2
53.7
54.9
29.4

5.0K
63.1
57.6
60.2
34.8

7.5K
64.9
59.5
62.0
36.9

9,772
66.4
61.1
63.6
38.2

AST, thus will be given the same name by both models. However,
if two methods have the same AST, they might not necessarily
have the same sequence of lexical tokens. Thus, the Lexeme model
has stricter similarity condition, leading to its higher precision but
lower recall. However, the F-score of the AST model is still lower
than the Lexeme model’s. Similarly, the Graph model has lower
precision and higher recall than the Tree model because Tree model
has a stricter similarity condition than Graph model. F-score of the
Tree model is still higher than that of the Graph model.
The fact that MNire achieves highest accuracies shows that the
representations of the method bodies such as text, tree, graph, are important for code structures, however for method naming, the naturalness factor, i.e., the program entities’ names are more deciding factors.
2. Impact of Contexts’ Sizes on Accuracy. We aimed to measure
the impact of the size of contexts on accuracy. For MNR, we divided
the training data into four buckets of the methods with different
sizes of their contexts: the buckets with 1–10, 10–20, 20–30, and +30
tokens in the contexts. Each bucket contains 3M methods and are
used as training. As seen in Table 10, with longer contexts (having
more tokens), MNire performs better as it has seen more possible
tokens. Thus, using training data with longer contexts is better.
3. Impact of Lengths of Tokens in Contexts on Accuracy. While
the previous study focused on contexts’ sizes, this one focuses on
the tokens of the entities’ names in the contexts. We divided the
methods in the training data into buckets according to the percentage of the tokens in its contexts that have more than one character.
The rationale is that the higher this percentage, the more meaningful names in the contexts, i.e., the higher quality of the contexts.
Each bucket has 2M methods for training. As seen in Table 11,
accuracy increases much when contexts contain more meaningful
tokens/names. Thus, for training, one should select the methods
with more tokens of the names having more than one character.
4. Impact of Training Data’s Size on Accuracy. We varied the
training data size by adding more data to a smaller size. As seen
in Table 12, the accuracy for MNR increases when we increase the
data size. In particular, precision and recall increase relatively more
than 50% and 20.5%, respectively, when data is increased from 1.0K
to 5.0K projects because more tokens can be found to form good
method names. Meanwhile, the increasing trend slows down when
data size is increased from 5K to 9.7K projects. The reason is that

the added data does not contain much more new names as in the
smaller sizes. The same trend is for the impact on MCC (not shown).
5. Impact of Threshold for MCC. We varied similarity threshold
T (Section 4.4) from 0.85 to 1.0 (Section 4.4). As seen in Figure 9,
both the F-score of IC and the accuracy are highest when T = 0.98,
while when T = 0.89, the F-score of C is maximized. The point
which balances the F-scores of IC and C at 64.7% is T = 0.94.

6.4

Time Complexity (RQ6)

All experiments were run on a Windows workstation with 16 Intel
Xeon 3.7GHz processors, 32GB RAM, and a single Quadro P5000.
For MCC, MNire took 3 hours for training, and classified with a
rate of 530 methods/second. For MNR, it took 15 hours for training,
compared to 30 hours by code2vec [12] with a higher performance
GPU (Tesla K80). While MNire collects the tokens of program entities’ names, code2vec traverses and builds paths along AST nodes to
capture code structures, which requires much more computation in
training. With a lower computation power machine, our prediction
rate is 700 methods/sec compared to 1K methods/sec of code2vec.
In brief, MNire is also more efficient than code2vec [12].

6.5

Live Study on Real Developers (RQ7)

To evaluate MNire’s usefulness, we conducted a study on active
open-source projects in which we submitted pull requests (PRs) of
method renaming suggested by MNire and assess PR acceptance
rates. To train MNire, we used the 10K top-ranked Java GitHub
projects from code2vec [12] (dataset 2, Table 3). To use as test dataset
(dataset 3, Table 3), we selected 100 active Java open-source GitHub
projects that were not in that training set. We ran MNire on the
projects to detect inconsistent method names and provide alternative names. Overall, MNire identified 3,682 out of 133,827 methods
as inconsistent in the testing dataset. To avoid much work for developers, we randomly selected only 50 cases of inconsistent method
names and suggested names. We performed method renaming refactoring in the projects and submitted the changes as pull requests.
As seen in Table 13, 5 cases were merged by the development
teams. Additionally, 13 PRs have been validated and approved by the
team members. For those cases, the developers acknowledged that
the current names are misleading and confusing, and welcomed the
suggested names as providing more meaningful names. However,
the PR changes have not been merged at the time of this writing
since the teams require additional tasks, e.g., reviewing and unit
testing before PRs can be merged to the main branch of a project.
In 13 (=5+8) cases, the development team agreed that the method
names are not intuitive and our names are more meaningful, however, they cannot approve the renaming at this point due to different
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Table 13: Results on Pull Requests of Real-world Projects
Agree

Agree - but Not Fix

Merged Approved

Cannot Fix Not Fix

5

13

5

8

Disagree No answer
11

8

Total
50

reasons. In 3 cases, the project temporarily do not approve the “nonfunctional” changes (e.g., refactoring). In 2 cases, the method under
study is an overridden one from an external library. In 6 cases, the
developers, despite agreeing with the suggested names, stated that
they will not change them because the new names do not conform
to the convention in the projects. Two cases are the auto-generated
names. There are 11 cases where the developers disagree with our
suggested names, and in other 8 cases, we did not get responses by
the time of this writing. In brief, in 31/42 cases, the developers agree
that our suggested names are more meaningful than the current
names. This shows that MNire is useful in real-world projects.
Threats to Validity. Our data has only Java code. For code2vec
[12], we used the same metrics for comparison (i.e., the accuracy
metrics for a set of method names are the average of those for individual names). We did not have a statistical test to compare with
MNire since they did not provide individual resulting names, and
running their tool requires a high-computational power machine.

7

RELATED WORK

MNire is related to the work on suggesting method names [6,
7, 12, 33]. Liu et al. [33] relies on the principle that methods with
similar bodies have similar names. Our experiment showed that
several cases violate that principle in checking consistencies. When
comparing the methods’ bodies, they abstract the variables’ names
and keep their types. In contrast, MNire uses the names for inferring a good method name. Similar to Liu et al [33], Jiang et al. [30]
use IR with the heuristics to search the methods having similar
return type and parameters to derive method names. code2vec [12]
is a vector representation for source code that is applied to method
name suggestion. In comparison, code2vec [12] is not a generative
model as in MNire. It computes the probability for a given name.
Moreover, code2vec encodes code structures in order to predict a
method name, and we have shown that it is too strict and less
effective in method name suggestion than using entities’ names.
Allamanis et al. [7] develop a neural network with attention
mechanism that uses convolution on the input code tokens to summarize source code into short, descriptive method name-like summaries. In comparison, while that model considers all the code
tokens in the source code, MNire focuses on the tokens of the
names of the program entities in not only the code, but also the
contexts including the interfaces and the enclosing class. Allamanis
et al [6]’s model projects all the names in the method bodies and the
tokens of the method names into the same space. From the vector
space, their model selects nearby tokens to compose a new method
name. MNire treats them in two separate spaces. Importantly, we
show that MNire outperforms code2vec [12], which has been shown
to perform better than both of those models [6, 7].
There are several approaches to recover/predict the names
or types of program entities within the method bodies [39, 41,

44, 46]. While JSNeat [44] searches for names in a large corpus
to recover variable names in minified code, JSNice [41] and JSNaughty [46] use condition random field and machine translation.
Naturalize [5] learns and enforces a consistent naming conventions.
Several works have proposed neural networks for code representations for various SE tasks. The modeling ranges from encoding code sequences, to code tree structures, to graph structures such
as data flow graph (DFG), control flow graph (CFG), and program
dependence graph (PDG). Code Vectors [26] encoded abstractions
of traces from symbolic execution using word2vec [36] for a general
purpose. code2vec [11, 12] uses CNN to build vocabulary-based embeddings for frequent paths on the ASTs. Tree LSTM [43] trained a
tree-structured LSTM model with the ASTs of methods. Deep Learning Similarity [45] used Recursive Autoencoders on Identifiers and
ASTs, and graph embedding [22] on CFGs to detect code clones.
Code2seq [10] also uses a set of compositional AST paths and uses
attention to select the relevant paths while decoding. DeepSim [50]
used feature values to encode control and data flows into a semantic
matrix and a feed-forward neural network to learn code functional
similarity. Graph-based Generative Modeling [18] is for general
purpose with interleaving grammar-driven expansion steps, graph
augmentation and neural message passing.
The other neural-network-based code modeling approaches using neural networks are for specific SE tasks including automated
correction for syntax errors [15], fuzz testing [21], program synthesis [13], code clones [32, 42, 49], program summarization [7, 37],
code similarity [11, 50], probabilistic model for code [16], and pathbased representations [9, 11], code suggestion [27, 37], code mining [8], type resolution [39], pattern mining [20].
Machine learning has been often used to generate texts/comments from code [28, 29, 34, 47]. DeepCom [28] has a traversal
on AST structure for flattening, and uses seq2seq model to produce
code summary. CODE-NN [29] uses LSTM with attention on code
sequence to model the conditional distribution of a summary to
produce word by word. Wan et al. [47] incorporate AST structure
and code sequence into a deep reinforcement learning framework.
Haije treats this as code-to-text machine translation [25]. Zheng et
al. [48] uses AST structure for such statistical machine translation
to produce comments. Statistical NLP was used to generate code
from text, e.g., SWIM [40], DeepAPI [23], Anycode [24], etc.
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CONCLUSION

We introduce MNire, a machine learning approach to suggest a
method name and to detect method name inconsistencies. We have
concluded the following results. First, to suggest a good name for
a method, relying on the naturalness of the program entities in
the contexts yields better results than using the AST or PDG structures. Second, method names are quite unique, however, the tokens
composing them are repeated frequently. Thus, MNire exploits
the regularity of the tokens in program entities’ names for method
name suggestion. Finally, our generative approach is more effective
in producing new names than IR-based search approach in a corpus.
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